A single machine n-job scheduling problem is examined to minimize sum of absolute deviations of completion times from a common due date. Simple and hybrid genetic Algorithms are developed by investigating basic operators for the applications of job sequencing problems. For the simple genetic algorithm two heuristic crossover schemes: Algorithm VASX and Algorithm VADX are developed based on important properties of the scheduling problem. Local Improvement techniques are considered to enhance the solution quality of the simple genetic algorithm. The power of a genetic algorithm is illustrated by comparing the performance with branch and bound procedure.
The local search method is also examined to improve the solution quality. Computational results of the simple and hybrid genetic algorithms are illustrated in Section 4. The performance of of the two heuristic crossover methods is investigated. The genetic algorithm based procedure is compared to an existing solution procedure. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude this paper with some recommendation for further research.
Job Scheduling with Symmetric Earliness and Tardiness Penalties
Job sequencing problems with earliness and tardiness penalties are extensively discussed by Baker and Scudder [2] . The problem to be discussed in this paper is n-job scheduling on a single machine to minimize the sum of earliness and tardiness penalties.
Let Pi = processing time of job i Gi = completion time of job i and d = common due date.
Then, our objective is to obtain a schedule S· that minimizes n (2.1)
We assume that all jobs are available for processing at time t=O and are numbered as 
. + Pn if n is even
The problem is unrestricted for d ;::: 6. and restricted otherwise. Bagchi, Chang and Sullivan [1] proposed a polynomial algorithm for the unrestricted case by focusing on the secondary criterion of minimization of the total processing time of jobs that complete on or before the due date.
However, the restricted version of the problem is known to be NP-complete [2] . Bagchi, Sullivan and Chang [1] examined several properties related to the optimal schedule, provided a branching procedure and illustrated the computational results with relatively small sized problems. A systematic branch and bound scheme is proposed by Szwarc [14] . In the algorithm he reduced the number of tested nodes by exploiting properties the optimal solution has. The performance of the branch and bound procedure is examined for problems with n = 15, 20 and 25.
In this paper we discuss the restricted version of job scheduling problem which has not been solved by anything other than enumerative algorithms. For the application of genetic algorithms we introduce some important properties that are due to [1, 14] . 
Property 2 (VAD):
The optimal schedule is V-shaped around the due date; In the optimal schedule the jobs that are completed on or before the due date are processed in LPT order, and the jobs that are started on or after the due date are processed in SPT sequence.
Property 3: For d ~ (PI + P2)/2 the SPT sequence is optimal.
Genetic Algorithms for the Job Scheduling Problem
The framework of the genetic algorithm for the single machine job scheduling problem with earliness and tardiness penalties is discussed together with the recombination and reproduction operators. Two heuristic crossover schemes, i.e., Algorithm VASX and Algorithm VADX are developed that lead to effective combination of partial solutions on two distinct chromosomes. Local improvement is also considered for better performance in a single chromosome.
Operators in Genetic Algorithm
One of the major difficulties arising in the application of genetic algorithms to various optimization problems is to encode potential solutions into a population of chromosomes. The chromosomes might be bit strings, real number lists, permutation of elements, rules or many others. In this research since the problem is to find the best sequence of n jobs, chromosomes are represented as the permutation of n job numbers.
Essentially, genetic algorithms are processed by three basic operators; reproduction, crossover and mutation. Among them the crossover operator is the most important issue in genetic algorithms. The crossover operator ca.uses exchange of genetic material between two parents, while mutation operator causes local alteration in a single chromosome. In Section 3.2 and 3.3 two heuristic crossover schemes are developed which great1y accelerate the search early in the evolution of population.
In Section 3.4 local search in a single chromosome is examined to improve the fitness of offspring schedules. This local search method either swaps two jobs or partially reorders jobs of a given sequence. Thus, the local search in this study can be c'onsidered as a variant form of mutation. However, the local improvement is not triggered stochastically.
Another important operator in the genetic algorithm is the reproduction by which a population of parents are selected for next generation. Theoretically, parents are selected with probability biased toward chromosomes with better evaluations. In job scheduling problems, since each chromosome is encoded as a sequence of n jobs, evaluations may have too broad spectrum with the increasing number of jobs. Thus, in this research reproduction is performed by selecting best N chromosomes after evaluation of the 3N /2 schedules; N parent schedules in the precedin~~ generation and N /2 offsprings generated by the recombination operators. Figure 1 shows the framework of the genetic algorithm that is employed for the job scheduling problem in this research. Parent schedules with high evaluations are selected and remaining chromosomes are discarded by the reproduction operator. These parent schedules then generate new offspring chromosomes via heuristic crossover and local improvement. Finally, the evaluation process computes the fitness values of newly generated chromosomes for the reproduction in the next ,~eneration. This procedure is repeated and the population of schedules evolves generation by generation. The VASX is based on Property 1 of Section 2. The basic idea of this crossover scheme is to produce an offspring with an approximate V-schedule around the shortest job. An offspring is constructed from two parents as follows: Compare the first job of each parent and choose the job with longer processing time as the first gene at of the new chromosome. Continue to extend the schedule by comparing in each parent the job which is next to the last determined gene at of the new chromosome. Choose a job the processing time of which is close to the last determined gene in preference to V-schedule. If the job would construct a cycle i.e., the job already exists in the new chromosome, then check if the other job constructs a cycle. If the latter does not construct a cycle, extend the schedule with the job. Otherwise, if both of the jobs construct cycles, extend the sequence with the closest among the remaining jobs the sequence of which are not determined in the new chromosome. Continue the process until a complete schedule (al' a2, ... ,an) is generated. The selection of the two parents for the mating is performed by the roulette wheel method [7] . The algorithm for this heuristic crossover operation is summarized below.
Algorithm VASX
Step 0 (Selection of the first gene)
Let i=l and compare the first genes of the two parent chromosomes. Choose the one with the longer processing time, i.e. higher job number, as the first gene al of the child.
Step 1 (Stopping, Order of Ascending/Descending)
The crossover is complete. If i ~ k for which a" = 1, then go to
Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2 (Descending Order)
Let i = i+1. From each parent select the very next gene to ai-l of the child chromosome.
If ai-l is the last gene of a parent, then select the first gene of the parent. Let ai be the gene determined as follows and go to Step 1. 2.1) If both ofthe genes already exist in the new chromosome, then choose the highest gene which is lower than ai-I. 2.2) If one constructs a cycle and the other does not, then choose the latter as ai.
2.3)
If neither of the genes constructs a cycle and there exist genes lower than ai-l, then choose the higher one among them as ai.
2.4)
If neither of the genes constructs a cycle and neither of them is lower than ai-l, then choose the lower one as ai.
Step 3 (Ascending order) Let i = i+1. From each parent select the very next gene to ai-l of the child chromosome.
If ai-l is the last gene of a parent, then select the first gene of the parent. Let ai be the gene determined as follows and go to Step 1.
3.1) If both of the genes construct cycles, then among the remaining genes, choose the lower gene which is higher than ai--l' If there are no such genes, then select the lowest as ai. The first gene of a child is determined by the first job with longer processing time of the two parents. Thus, job 9 is selected as the first gene. Then job 8 of chromosome 1 and job 4 of chromosome 2 are compared and the job with longer processing time is selected to follow job 9 by Step 2.3. Thus, job 8 follows job 9. The procedure then continues by Step 2.3 and job 6 and job 1 of chromosome 2 follow. Since job 1 with the shortest processing time is selected, the algorithm now proceeds in ascending order. Jobs 2, 3 and 10 of chromosome 2 follow job 1 in the child chromosome by Step 3.3. Then by Step 3.2 Job 10 is followed by job 5 of chromosome 2, since job 9 of chromosome 1 constructs a cycle. Job 7 is then selected to follow job 5 by Step 3.1 since both job 6 and 9 of the two parents construct eycles. Finally, job 4 constitutes the last gene of the child chromosome.
The VASX has the tendency to combine g;ood partial schedules from both parents. Step 2.3 in the algorithm keeps good LPT orders, while Step 3.3 maintains SPT orders inherent in the two parents. The heuristic crossover always generates a feasible schedule even though it may not be a perfect V-schedule. Note that the V-schedule may be broken down by Step 2.2, 2.4, 3.2 and 3.4. However, these steps maintain a feasible schedule by avoiding cycles in offspring chromosomes. The performance of this heuristic crossover is discussed in Section 4.
V-schedule Around the Due date Crossover (VADX)
This heuristic crossover is based on the Property 2 of Section 2. In the VADX, jobs are sequenced as in the VASX up to due date d. One of the differences in the VADX is that whenever a job is selected in the new chromosome, it applies Property 3 to determine whether to sequence the remaining jobs in SPT or not. If Properly 3 does not hold, the process is continued up to due date. Otherwise, the remaining jobs are sequenced in SPT and the heuristic crossover is complete. The procedure is justified with the following Lemma.
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Lemma 1 Let S = orlr be a n-job schedule, where u and 7r are two arbitrary sequences. Also, let jobs u, v E 7r be such that Pu ~ Pv ~ Pi for any i E 7r.
then for ur fixed J(S) is minimized by sequencing jobs in 7r in SPT. Proof See Property 3.
However, in the crossover procedure suppose that a job r is spread over the due date, i.e., Ca < d and C r > d. In this case Lemma 1 does not hold. Also, suppose that jobs in u and r are sequenced by the algorithm VASX and the sequence of remaining jobs in 7r are not determined. If the tardiness penalty of job r is less than the earliness penalty of the previous job of job r, then the sum of total penalties of the sequence US7r', where S E 7r is replaced with rand 7r' is generated by the replacement, may be decreased by the selection of an appropriate job s. However, if the tardiness penalty of job r is greater than or equal to the earliness penalty, then the sum of total penalties can be decreased by replacing job r with any job s with Ps < Pr. These properties are formalized as follows.
Consider two n-job schedules S = ur7r and S' = US7r', where u and 7r are arbitrary sequences and 7r' is generated by replacing job S in 7r with job r. Let Ci and C; be respectively the completion times of job i in schedule S and S' .
-Pr and C" -Cr = P. -Pr for job k which is sequenced after s and before r in S'. Thus J( S') < J( S) for P. < pr. If C: < d then the difference of two penalties of job s in S' and job r in S is
Thus, IC: -dl-ICr-dl < 0 for Pr-2(Cr -d) < Ps. Also, for job k which is sequenced after s and before r in S',
Proof Clear from the fact that for Ps < Pr, IC:
that the sequence of jobs in u is fixed, and that there exist jobs that satisfy Equation Now, suppose that a subsequence is constructed by VASX and that a job r is spread over the due date d. Then the schedule which minimizes total penalties of the remaining jobs can be constructed by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 under the assumption that a job s with C: -d ~ 0 is swapped for the job r. For the case in which this assumption is relaxed, an approximate scheduling rule can be adopted where a job s with minimum IC: -dl is substituted for job r. Based on Lemma 1, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 the following heuristic crossover algorithm is proposed.
Algorithm VADX
Step 0 (Selection of the first gene) Let i=1 and compare the first genes of the two parent chromosomes. Choose the one with longer processing time as the first gene aI of the child. If the processing time of aI is greater than the due date d, then let r = aI and go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 1.
Step 1 (Up to due date)
Let i = i + 1. From each parent selects the very next gene to aj-I of the child chromosome.
If aj-I is the last gene of a parent, then select the first gene of the parent. Let aj be the gene determined as follows: 1.1) If both of the genes already exist (construct cycles) in the new chromosome, then choose the highest gene which is lower than ai-I' 1.2) If one construct a cycle and the other does not, then choose the latter as ai. 
Local Improvement
The two heuristic crossover schemes developed in Section 3.3 are based on the Vschedules. However, in Algorithm VASX the V-schedule may be violated in either ascending or descending order. The same result is expected in applying Algorithm VADX even though the criterion of V-schedule is different. In Algorithm VADX jobs that complete before or on the due date m,ay violate the V-schedule.
To improve the fitness of the offspring chromosomes a local search method is incorporated to the simple genetic algorithm. In this research the following local improvement is considered for the offspring generated by each heuristic crossover operator.
(1) Make a V -schedule around the shortest gene for the offspring chromosomes constructed by the Algorithm VASX.
(2) For the offspring constructed by the algorithm VADX, first create a V-schedule around the due date and then make it V around the shortest gene.
The local search in (2) has an effect of enforcing the shortest job around the due date. However, when a job is spread over the.due date, the resulting chromosome may not be a V-schedule around the shortest job. Thus, the chromosome needs to be made V around the shortest job which reflects both Property 1 and Property 2 of Section 2.
Computational Results and Discussion
The performance of simple and hybrid genetic algorithms are presented. The power of hybrid genetic algorithm is illustrated by comparing the efficiency with a branch and bound procedure.
Performance of the Simple Genetic Algorithms
In this section we discuss the computational results of the simple genetic algorithm based on the two heuristic crossover schemes VASX and VADX. No mutation is employed in the algorithm. The word "simple" is used in the sense that no local search method is employed in the algorithm. The two genetic algorithms are implemented using C on
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the IBM PS/2 model 55SX with the coprocessor. In each algorithm the population of size N=100 is considered with 100 % crossover rates. Each algorithm stops when the improvement of the average penalty in one generation is less than 0.01 % of that in the preceding generation. Table 1 shows the performance of the two genetic algorithms with the nine small examples [1, 14) . The performance of the best chromosome generated by each algorithm is very close to the optimal solution. The error bound is within 2 %.
Performance of the Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
As discussed in Section 3.4, the local search clearly improves the fitness of a child chromosome with the aid of the V-schedule property. In this section we examine the performance of the hybrid genetic algorithm which links the local improvement to the simple genetic algorithm based on the VADX. The hybrid algorithm is compared with the Branch and Bound Algorithm by Szwarc [14J with medium size problems. The two algorithms are implemented in the same environment as in Section 4.1. The parameters used in the hybrid algorithm are also same as in the simple genetic algorithm. A set of ten test problems are generated for n=20, 30 and 40 respectively. In each set three different due dates 0.36, 0.66 and 0.96 are considered. In each problem the processing times Pi are randomly generated from a discrete uniform distribution over [1, 100] .
The results of the 20,30 and 40 job scheduling problems are shown in Table 2 From the three tables it can be easily seen that the solution quality of the hybrid genetic algorithm is comparable to the optimal solution by the branch and bound method.
In each problem the error bound of the best chromosome is within 2 % of the optimal solution. Even the worst performance does not exceed the optimal schedule by more than 3 %.
From the point of computational demand the genetic algorithm outperforms the branch and bound method. The CPU times (in seconds) of the partial enumaration procedure are largely dependent on the ratio of d/6. However, the genetic algorithm seems to be independent of the tightness of the due dates. The three tables also indicate that growth of CPU seconds of the branch and bound algorithm is exponential to the number of jobs while that of the genetic algorithm is expected to be linear.
The performance of heuristic crossover and local search in the genetic algorithm is also compared. Figure 2 shows the portions of the two operators to the cost improvement in problems with 40 jobs. Very large portion of the cost improvement is due to the crossover operator VADX. However, the contribution by local search is noticeable as the due date becomes less tight.
Finally, the performance of the evolution strategy is further investigated with a set of big problems. Table 5 shows the results of n = 50, 60 and 80. Unfortunately, the solution quality of the genetic algorithm could not be examined due to the combinatorial explosion of the branch and bound procedure. However, notice from the table that the increase of CPU seconds of average chromosomes slows down despite of the increased problem complexity.
Conclusions
Genetic algorithms are developed for n-job scheduling problem in a single machine. The basic framework and operators are discussed. The crossover operator which is the most important issue in genetic algorithms is extensively examined for the sequencing problem with symmetric earliness and tardiness penalties. Two heuristic crossover schemes: Algorithm VASX and Algorithm VADX are developed to produce better chromosomes that fit well to the V-schedule. The simple genetic algorithms based on the two crossover methods produced near optimal schedules the error bound of which are within 2 % of the optimal solutions. The performance of the Algorithm VADX is proved to be better than the Algorithm VASX.
A hybrid genetic algorithm is also developed by incorporating the local search technique to improve the solution quality. The local improvement has the effect of forcing Copyright © by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. the shortest job near to the due date, which make the sequence near V-schedule around both the due date and the shortest job. The power of the hybrid genetic algorithm is illustrated with medium and big sized problems. It outperforms the branch and bound method in CPU times. The genetic algorithm solved the 80 job scheduling problems in 20 to 30 seconds which could not be handled with the partial enumeration method due to the combinatorial explosion. The error bound of the solution by the hybrid method is less than 2 % in medium sized (n=20, 30, 40) problems.
